Agreement on terms and conditions for academic use of DecNef software
To: Manager of Intellectual Property Group of Advanced Telecommunications Research institute
international (hereinafter referred to as ATR)
In connection with the use of software provided by ATR, I agree to comply with the following terms.
1.

ATR shall provide the following software to you for free, on the condition that the software shall be
used only for academic purposes:
1) Software for implementing DecNef; and
2) Software for implementing FCNef.

2.

The above software shall be provided by ATR to you, on an “as is” basis, to be academically used
only in your research laboratory. If you wish to distribute the software to a third party, you need to
obtain permission from ATR.

3.

Any person who intends to (i) use the above software or any modification of the above software
(collectively, the “SOFTWARE”) on subjects for profit or for practical use in human medical diagnosis
and treatment, or (ii) use or sell the SOFTWARE for commercial purposes, must obtain a license
from ATR and conclude a licensing agreement with ATR.

4.

You shall agree that you provide to ATR any data from your research using the SOFTWARE, and that
ATR makes the data available to the public for academic purposes in due course. You may, however,
publish or publicize the data by yourself, concurrently with your providing the data to ATR.

5.

ATR trusts that you possess sufficient knowledge and experience in the field of neurofeedback, and
provides the above software for academic purposes, for your use at your own responsibility. In using
the SOFTWARE, you agree that ATR shall not be held liable to compensate for any possible damage
that may arise through the use of the SOFTWARE by you, by members of your research laboratory,
or by a third party.
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